Class: Badgers

Barndale Learning Plan

Term: 21/22 Summer 1

Books to support our learning.

Communication, Language & Literacy
The children write every day, rehearsing aloud what they
want to say, before spelling the words using the graphemes
and ‘tricky’ words they know. They practise handwriting
every day: sitting at a table comfortably, they learn correct
letter formation and how to join letters speedily and legibly.
Children’s composition (ideas, vocabulary and grammar) is
developed by drawing on their own experiences and talking
about the stories they read.
.
Science
In This ‘Forces’ unit will teach your class about types of

forces such as gravity, friction, water resistance and air
resistance. Children will also learn about the use of
mechanisms such as levers, gears and pulleys. The
children will identify forces and find out about Isaac
Newton and his discoveries about gravity, completing a
comprehension about his life and his work.
Enrichment & Ways to Wellbeing
This term we will look at positive body image and selfconfidence, which are important messages to instil in
our young people. We will be look at how in today's
society, with all the images that surround us in the
media of the 'perfect body', it can be hard to think and
feel positively about our own bodies.

Numeracy & Problem Solving
In Badger class, your child will add and subtract
measurements, will calculate with money, and will
be able to talk about and tell the time very
accurately. The key words for this section are
capacity, mass, and volume. We will also continue
to work on times tables and skills learnt this year.

Trepid Topography
Knowledge and Understanding of the World
In this Unit, children find out about the major mountains
of the world and the UK. They find out the different ways
in which mountains have been formed, and how
different features of mountain ranges have been shaped
over time

Therapeutic Input
Some of the class will access their individualised
therapy plans from the speech and language and
occupational therapy teams. Within class, we will
explore texture and touch within PSHE sessions as
we use moisturiser and soap to soften our hands.

Computing
Our theme this term is computer processes. We will learn at
computers operate and use information. We will be learning
about how computers sort and categorise information. How to
debug algorithms and we will also look at abstract thinking.

The Arts
In art, we will be creating sculptures. Our Artist this term
is Henry Moore. After studying his work, we will emulate
some of his artwork. In music, we will be learning about
different instruments, there categories and the sounds
they make. In DT we will be creating an earthquake
resistant house.

Physical Education
We will develop our movement, improving our stamina
and staying healthy through two weekly PE sessions. Each
week, we will be swimming and we will go to the studio.

